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KLIK Takes Wireless Screen Sharing Mainstream with $149 KLIK STIK™
Ultra-compact HDMI dongle plugs into—and is powered by—any display or projector,
transforming it into a wireless screen for use with any PC or Mobile device.
Bellevue, WA/Amsterdam, NL (February 4, 2019) – KLIK Communications have today unveiled
the latest addition to their line of wireless screen sharing devices—the KLIK STIK™—at ISE2019
in Amsterdam.
The device is fully compatible with the native streaming utilities found in Windows, Mac, iOS,
Android and Chrome OS, as well as all of the existing KLIK Connect software client apps. KLIK
STIK™ measures at under 100mm (4 inches) in length, integrates an HDMI connector and is
expected to retail at US$149 (in the US).
“Think of the KLIK STIK™ as ‘KLIK Boks light’”, states company founder Costa Lakoumentas.
“While our enterprise and education clients appreciate the hardware I/O and remote
management capabilities of other KLIK models, KLIK STIK™ brings wireless screen sharing to
smaller venues and more cost-sensitive applications.”
KLIK STIK™ setup is fully automated, with the KLIK Wizard™ application. Device discovery,
network connection, naming, option selection and even custom wallpaper selection are
handled by the application through a series of prompts. KLIK STIK™ ships with a USBcombination power cable that provides both power and a connection point for a shared
Keyboard, Mouse or Presenter.
KLIK STIK™ is aimed at organizations seeking the benefits of wireless screen sharing at a more
accessible cost than other professional streaming solutions. Compatibility with the rest of the
KLIK Boks™ line assures a seamless user experience, in facilities that have a mix of KLIK models
installed. For more details visit www.klikboks.com/klik-stik
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KLIK Communications is an engineering-driven startup with a mission to create technologies
that enhances the way people collaborate in offices, classrooms, meeting spaces and anywhere
else ideas are exchanged. Founded in the Seattle area in 2015, the company builds the KLIK
Boks™ line of wireless presentation systems, sold by a network of dealers, integrators and
distribution partners in the US, Canada, and over 20 countries worldwide. Visit klikboks.com.
For more information please contact:
Costa Lakoumentas – costa.lakoumentas@klikboks.com + 1 (206) 605 6211
Chuck Rhinehart – chuck@klikboks.com + 1 (206) 427 4476
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